
UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON D.C 20549-3010

March 14 2008

James Earl Parsons

Counsel

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Re Exxon Mobil Corporation

Incoming letter dated January 22 2008

Dear Mr Parsons

This is in response to your letter dated January 22 2008 concerning the

shareholder proposal submitted to ExxonMobil by Edward Mergens We also have

received letters from the proponent dated January 28 2008 and March 2008 Our

response is attached to the enclosed photocopy of your correspondence By doing this

we avoid having to recite or summarize the facts set forth in the correspondence Copies

of all of the correspondence also will be provided to the proponent

In connection with this matter your attention is directed to the enclosure which

sets forth brief discussion of the Divisions informal procedures regarding shareholder

proposals

Sincerely     
Jonathan Ingram

Deputy Chief Counsel

Enclosures

cc Edward               

                      

                                          

DIVISION OF

CORPORATION FINANCE

**FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



March 14 2008

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Re Exxon Mobil Corporation

Incoming letter dated January 22 2008

The proposal asks the management and board to issue and adopt policy

statement to give due consideration in its decisions of retained earnings so as to make

balanced allocation of such money between the return to shareholders and retaining funds

for other corporate use

We are unable to concur in your view that ExxonMobil may exclude the proposal

under rule 14a-8i2 Accordingly we do not believe that ExxonMobil may omit the

proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i2

We are unable to concur in your view that ExxonMobil may exclude the proposal

under rule 14a-8i10 Accordingly we do not believe that ExxonMobil may omit the

proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i10

We are unable to concur in your view that ExxonMobil may exclude the proposal

under rule 4a-8i 11 We note that the other party previously submitted by another

proponent will not be included in ExxonMobils 2008 proxy materials Accordingly we

do not believe that ExxonMobil may omit the proposal from its proxy materials in

reliance on rule 14a-8i1

We are unable to concur in your view that ExxonMobil may exclude the proposal

under rule 14a-8i13 Accordingly we do not believe that ExxonMobil may omit the

proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i13

Sincerely

Song Brandon

Attorney-Adviser



Exxon Mobil Corporation James Earl Parsons

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard Counsel

Irving Texas 75039-2298

972 444 1478 Telephone

972 444 1488 Facsimile

EconMobil

January 22 2008

VIA HAND DELIVERY
Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Securities and Exchange Commission

100 Street NE

Washington DC 20549

Re Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Section 14a Rule 14a-8

Omission of Shareholder Proposal Regarding Decisions on Retained

Earnings

Gentlemen and Ladies

This letter is to inform you that Exxon Mobil Corporation the Company intends to

omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Shareholders

collectively the 2008 Proxy Materials shareholder proposal and statements in support

thereof the Proposal or the Mergens Proposal received from Edward Mergens the

Proponent

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8j we have

enclosed herewith six copies of this letter and its attachments

filed this letter with the Securities and Exchange Commission the

Commission no later than eighty 80 calendar days before the Company

intends to file its definitive 2008 Proxy Materials with the Commission and

concurrently sent copies of this correspondence to the Proponent

Rule 14a-8k provides that shareholder proponents are required to send companies

copy of any correspondence that the proponents elect to submit to the Commission or the staff of

the Division of Corporation Finance the Staff Accordingly we are taking this opportunity to

inform the Proponent that if the Proponent elects to submit additional correspondence to the

Commission or the Staff with respect to the Proposal copy of that correspondence should
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concurrently be furnished to the undersigned on behalf of the Company pursuant to

Rule 14a-8k

THE PROPOSAL

The Proposal requests that the Companys Board of Directors the Board issue and

adopt policy statement To Wit that the management and Board be bound by this

policy directive to give due consideration in its decisions of retained earnings so as to make

balanced allocation of such money between the return to shareholders and retaining funds for

other corporate use copy of the Proposal as well as related correspondence with the

Proponent is attached to this letter as Exhibit

BASES FOR EXCLUSION

We believe that the Proposal may properly be excluded from the 2008 Proxy Materials

pursuant to

Rule 14a-8i10 because the Company has substantially implemented the

Proposal

Rule 14a-8i2 because implementation of the Proposal would cause the

Company to violate state law and

Rule 14a-8i13 because the Proposal relates to specific amounts of dividends

Alternatively should the Staff not concur with the bases for exclusion cited above and with the

exclusion of separate shareholder proposal discussed below we believe that the Proposal is

excludable pursuant to Rule 14a-8i1 because it is substantially duplicative of shareholder

proposal previously submitted to the Company

ANALYSIS

The Proposal May Be Excluded under Rule 14a-8i1O Because the

Proposal Has Been Substantially Implemented

The Proposal asks that the Board give due consideration to certain matters in

decisions retained earnings Rule 14a-8i10 permits company to exclude

shareholder proposal if the company has already substantially implemented the proposal The

Staff has found that company need not comply with every detail of shareholder proposal in

order to exclude it under Rule 14a-8i10 as long as the companys actions satisfactorily

address the proposals underlying concerns See e.g Masco Corp avail Mar 29 1999

exclusion of proposal permitted where the company had substantially implemented the

proposal by adopting version with slight modifications and clarification Columbia/HCA

Healthcare Corp avail Feb 18 1998 exclusion of proposal permitted where the company at

least partially implemented three of four actions requested by the proposal For the reasons set
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forth below the Company believes it has substantially implemented the Proposal and

accordingly the Proposal may be omitted from the 2008 Proxy Materials pursuant to

Rule 14a-8i10

The Company is incorporated under the laws of the state of New Jersey pursuant to

which the board of directors of corporation is vested with the discretion to determine the

amount of any dividend By statute that determination must be made in compliance with the

standard of conduct applicable to directors In this regard Section 14A6-141 of the New

Jersey Business Corporation Act the Act states that directors shall discharge their

duties in good faith and with that degree of diligence care and skill which ordinarily prudent

people would exercise under similar circumstances in like positions More specifically

Section 14A6-144 of the Act provides that taking action director shall be entitled to

consider without limitation both the long-term and the short-term interests of the corporation

and its shareholders Together these two sections of the Act demonstrate that directors

exercise of his or her fiduciary duties must include weighing of interests so as to give due

consideration to the return to shareholders and retaining funds for other corporate use as the

Proposal requests Moreover as the legal opinion from Day Pitney LLP attached to this letter as

Exhibit states the exercise of fiduciary duty thus demands that directors carefully

consider all sides of the issue in determining whether and in what amount to declare dividend

regardless of how much surplus seems available for distribution Thus the Proposal has been

substantially implemented as result of the Boards obligations under New Jersey law

The Staff has concurred with the exclusion of other shareholder proposals that seek

action already required or otherwise governed by the law of the state in which the company is

incorporated or by federal law For example in Morgan Stanley avail Feb 14 2005 the Staff

agreed that the company could exclude proposal under Rule 14a-8il0 The proposal sought

to require the Board of Directors to redeem shareholder rights plan which under Delaware

law was an action required to be considered by the board of directors in exercise of their

fiduciary duty See also Johnson Johnson avail Feb 17 2006 shareholder proposal

requesting that the company verify the employment legitimacy of employees and terminate the

employment of employees not in compliance was excludable as substantially implemented where

federal law required such actions Safeway Inc avail Apr 2004 Mattel Inc avail

Mar 24 2004 General Motors Corp avail Mar 2004

The Proposal asks that the Board give due consideration in its decisions of retained

earnings so as to make balanced allocation of such money between the return to shareholders

and retaining funds for other corporate use emphasis added However under New Jersey law

the standard of care that directors must follow in considering dividends already requires that the

Board give such matters due consideration Thus the Proposal may be excluded under

Rule 14a-8i10 as substantially implemented
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II The Proposal May Be Excluded under Rule 14a-8i2 Because

Implementation of the Proposal Would Cause the Company to Violate State

Law

To the extent the Proposal has not already been substantially implemented by

requirements of New Jersey law as described above implementation of the Proposal would

cause the Company to violate state law company may exclude shareholder proposal under

Rule 14a-.8i2 if the proposal would if implemented cause the company to violate any state

federal or foreign law to which it is subject The Proposal asks the Board to give due

consideration in its decisions of retained earnings so as to make balanced allocation of such

money between the return to shareholders and retaining funds for other corporate use Thus the

Proposal seeks to guide the Board in its consideration of certain factors in determining whether

or not to declare dividends Implementing the Proposal would cause the Company to violate

state law as further described below and demonstrated in the legal opinion attached to this letter

as Exhibit The Proposal is thus excludable under Rule 14a-8i2

Under New Jersey law the authority to make dividend decisions is vested solely in the

board of directors of corporation unless otherwise provided in the corporations certificate of

incorporation Section 14A7-15 of the Act provides that corporation may from time to time

by resolution of its board pay dividends on its shares in cash Section 14A7-15.12 further

provides that unless otherwise provided in the corporations certificate of incorporation

payment of dividends may be effected only by an action of the board of directors The

Companys Certificate of Incorporation does not contain any provisions delegating to the

shareholders any power with regard to dividends

The Proposal impermissiblyinterferes with the Boards decision-making process with

regard to dividends under New Jersey law Specifically the Proposal seeks to regulate the

Boards decision-making regarding dividends by providing an avenue for shareholder input into

this core Board function However the exercise of the Boards authority in this regard as

evidenced by the Actas well as case law as explained in the legal opinion attached as

Exhibit Bis exclusively reserved to the Board Thus the Proposal is excludable pursuant to

Rule 14a-8i2 because if implemented the Proposal would violate New Jersey law and be an

improper subject for shareholder action See e.g General Electric Co avail Jan 2008

permitting exclusion where proposal may cause company to breach existing contracts

in violation of New York law Gencorp Inc avail Dec 20 2004 Badger Paper Mills Inc

avail Mar 15 2000 Pennzoil Corp avail Mar 22 1993

III The Proposal May Be Excluded under Rule 14a-8i13 Because the

Proposal Specifies Specific Formula for Dividends

The Proposal states that it seeks more equitable sharing of retained earnings and

requests balanced allocation between the return to shareholders and retaining funds for

other corporate use To the extent that the Proposal thus seeks equitable sharing between
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shareholders and other corporate uses we believe that the Proposal is excludable under

Rule 14a-8i13 because it sets forth specific formula for the Companys dividends

Rule 14a-8i1 permits the exclusion of shareholder proposals that concern specific

amounts of cash or stock dividends The Staff consistently has interpreted this Rule broadly to

permit the exclusion of shareholder proposals that purport to set minimum amounts or ranges of

dividends or that would establish formulas for determining dividends because the proposal

appears to include formula that would result in specific dividend amount See DPL Inc

avail Jan 11 2002 concurring that proposal requesting that bonus and long-term

compensation for executive officers be limited absent matching increased dividends was

excludable under Rule l4a-8i13Pacficorp avail Mar 1999 concurring that proposal

requesting an increase in dividends by the same percentage as any percentage increase in total

compensation for board members committee members directors and management was

excludable under Rule 4a-8i 13

The Proposal falls squarely within Rule 14a-8i13 because it contains formula that

would result in the Company paying specific amounts of cash or stock dividends In this

regard the Proposals request that the Company make balanced allocation of

earnings between the return to shareholders and retaining funds for other corporate use
appears to ask for an even split between dividends and other purposes e.g return to

shareholders of one-half of the Companys retained earnings The Staff consistently has

permitted the exclusion under Rule 14a-8i13 of shareholder proposals like the Proposal that

request specific formula for dividends based on percentage of annual earnings or net income

See Computer Sciences Corp avail Mar 30 2006 concurring that proposal requiring an

annual dividend of no less than 50% of annual earnings was excludable Peoples Ohio

Financial Corp avail Aug 11 2003 concurring that proposal asking the company to pay

66% of net earnings to shareholders in an annual cash dividend was excludable Microsoft Corp

avail July 19 2002 concurring that proposal requesting dividend of 50% of the current and

subsequent year earnings was excludable Lydall Inc avail Mar 28 2000 concurring that

proposal mandating the payment of dividend of not less than 50% of the companys net annual

income was excludable Safeway Inc avail Mar 1998 concurring that proposal

requesting dividend of at least 30% of company earnings each year was excludable AirTouch

Communications Inc avail Jan 1998 concurring that proposal requesting that the board

take the necessary steps to pay dividend of at least 30% of company earnings each year was

excludable Accordingly we request that the Staff concur that the Proposal may be properly

omitted from the 2008 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8i13

IV The Proposal May Be Excluded under Rule 14a-8il1 Because It Is

Substantially Duplicative of Proposal Previously Submitted to the

Company

Alternatively should the Staff not concur with the bases for exclusion cited above and

with the exclusion of separate shareholder proposal discussed below we believe that the

Proposal is excludable pursuant to Rule 14a-8i11 because it is substantially duplicative of
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shareholder proposal previously submitted to the Company Rule 14a-8i1 provides that

shareholder proposal may be excluded if it substantially duplicates another proposal previously

submitted to the company by another proponent that will be included in the companys proxy

materials for the same meeting The Commission has stated that the purpose of

14a-8i1 is to eliminate the possibility of shareholders having to consider two or more

substantially identical proposals submitted to an issuer by proponents acting independently of

each other Exchange Act Release No 12999 avail Nov 22 1976

The Mergens Proposal which the Company received on December 10 2007 at

1256 p.m substantially duplicates shareholder proposal received on the same date at

912 a.m from Mr Thomas Bonnie the Bonnie Proposal The Bonnie Proposal requests

that the Board consider whether it would be in the best interests of its shareholders to arrange

for an credible independent party to undertake or update as appropriate rigorous analysis

the companys total shareholder return policy its purpose and effects on shareholders

including an meaningful analysis of the balance between the dividend rate and share

appreciation through buy-backs copy of the Bonnie Proposal as well as related

correspondence with the Proponent is attached to this letter as Exhibit

When company receives two substantially duplicative proposals the Staff has indicated

that the company must include the first of the proposals in its proxy materials unless the

proposal may otherwise be excluded See e.g Great Lakes Chemical Corp avail

Mar 1998 Pacfic Gas Electric Co avail Jan 1994 Atlantic Richfield Co avail

Jan 11 1982 The Company received the Bonnie Proposal by facsimile on December 10 2007

at 912 a.m See Exhibit The Mergens Proposal subsequently arrived by facsimile on that

same date at 1256 p.m See Exhibit Consequently the Bonnie Proposal was submitted to the

Company prior to submission of the Mergens Proposal The Company is requesting in separate

letter to the Staff dated January 22 2008 that the Bonnie Proposal be excluded from the 2008

Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8f and Rule 14a-8b To the extent that the Staff

responds to that letter that it cannot concur with the excludability of the Bonnie Proposal the

Company intends to include the Bonnie Proposal in its 2008 Proxy Materials

Pursuant to Staff precedent the standard applied in determining whether shareholder

proposals are substantially duplicative is whether the proposals present the same principal

thrust or principal focus not whether the proposals are identical See e.g Qwest

Communications Intl Inc avail Mar 2006 The Home Depot Inc avail Feb 28 2005
Bank of America Corp avail Feb 25 2005 Pacfic Gas Electric Co avail Feb 1993
The Mergens Proposal is directed at the Company making balanced allocation of

earnings between the return to shareholders and retaining funds for other corporate use
Similarly the Bonnie Proposal seeks an analysis of the Companys total shareholder return

policy including the balance between the dividend rate and share appreciation through

buybacks Thus the Mergens Proposal and the Bonnie Proposal have the same principal thrust

and focus as both seek an evaluation of the Companys policies regarding how it allocates

retained earnings to shareholder dividends Moreover the supporting statements in both the

Mergens Proposal and the Bonnie Proposal indicate concern that the Companys dividend
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decisions may not be in the best interests of the shareholders For example the Bonnie Proposal

states that whether the Companys position to balance share buybacks with its dividend rate

is in the best interest of total shareholder return has been the subject of frequent debate by

shareholders Similarly the Mergens Proposal argues that shareholders interests are not

being protected by Companys management and that the Company retained for itself

higher percentage of its earnings instead of making commensurate return to shareholders

The Staff consistently has taken the position that shareholder proposals may differ in

their terms or scope and still be deemed to have the same principal thrust or focus and therefore

be substantially duplicative for the purposes of Rule 14a-8i1 For example in Comcast

Corp avail Mar 2006 the Staff concurred with the companys view that proposal seeking

shareholder approval of future executive severance agreements providing benefits in excess of

2.99 times base salary plus bonus was substantially duplicative of another proposal asking the

board to eliminate all compensation including severance pay and retirement benefits that would

cause the compensation of any individual executive to exceed $500000 year Although not

identical the shareholder proposals both sought to limit the value of severance benefits for

executives and therefore the principal thrust and focus of the proposals was the same

Similarly in Merck Co Inc avail Jan 10 2006 the Staff concurred with the companys

view that proposal seeking adoption of policy making significant portion of future stock

option grants to senior executives performance-based was substantially duplicative of an earlier

proposal asking that the board take the steps needed to see that the company did not award any

new stock options or reprice or renew current stock options Although not identical both

shareholder proposals sought future limitations on grants of stock options and therefore the

principal focus of the proposals was the same Likewise in Centerior Energy Corp avail

Feb 27 1995 the Staff concurred that the company could omit three executive compensation-

related proposals from its proxy materials because they were substantially duplicative of

proposal asking the company to place ceilings on executives compensation tie compensation to

the companys performance and stop awarding bonuses and stock options The three proposals

requested respectively that the company freeze executive compensation reduce

management size and executive compensation and eliminate bonuses and freeze annual

salaries and eliminate bonuses Although not identical all of the shareholder proposals had as

their principal thrust and focus the limitation of compensation and directly or indirectly linking

limits on compensation to performance standards See also PacfIc Gas Electric Co avail

Feb 1993 concurring with companys view that proposal asking the company to link the

chief executive officers total compensation to company performance was substantially

duplicative of two other proposals asking the company to tie all executive compensation

other than salary to performance indicators and impose ceilings on future total compensation

of officers and directors in order to reduce their compensation

Similarly the express language in the Mergens Proposal and the Bonnie Proposal differ

but they have the same principal thrust and focus Specifically like the shareholder proposals in

Comcast Corp which sought different measurements of severance pay for executives but shared

the principal focus of limiting that pay the Mergens Proposal and the Bonnie Proposal each seek

an evaluation of the Companys policies regarding how it allocates retained earnings to
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shareholder dividends Thus the Mergens Proposal and the Bonnie Proposal are substantially

duplicative for purposes of Rule 14a-8i1

For these reasons and consistent with the Staffs previous interpretations of

Rule 14a-8i11 if the Staff refuses to concur that the Bonnie Proposal is excludable then the

Company will include the Bonnie Proposal in its 2008 Proxy Materials and the Company

believes that the Mergens Proposal may be excluded as substantially duplicative of the Bonnie

Proposal

CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing analysis we respectfully request that the Staff concur that it

will take no action if the Company excludes the Proposal from its 2008 Proxy Materials We
would be happy to provide you with any additional information and answer any questions that

you may have regarding this subject Moreover the Company agrees to promptly forward to the

Proponent any response from the Staff to this no-action request that the Staff transmits by

facsimile to the Company only

If we can be of any further assistance in this matter please do not hesitate to call me at

972 444-1478

Sincerely

James Parsons

Enclosures

cc Edward Mergens

00372600 4.DOC
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CERTIFIED

ExxonMobil Corporation
December 2007

5959 Las Colinas Blvd                      

Irving Texas 75039-229S                                
          

Attn Mr H.H.Hubble Corp Secty

Dear Sit

am the owner of 4300 shares of ExxonMobil stock held in my account by Smith-Barney

Graham Group located at 580 Westlake Pai Blvd in HoustonTx.77079 wish to

make shareholder proposal to be included in the materials for the 2008 ExxonMobil

Annual Shareholder Meeting have attached copy of the proposal and documentation

certifying
that have owned these shares for more than one year and that will remain the

owner beyond the date of the 2008 meeting or my representative will be present at that

meeting to present this proposal

believe have made this proposal in accordance with the regulations of the Securities

Exchange Commission concerning the submission of such proposals

Should you require any additional materials or information please let me know can be

reached at the above address or by phone at                                                          

Very sincerely yours

Edward Mrgens

p/s Please note that this proposal is being submitted by Faxs transmission as well as mail

due to the uncertancey due to weather for surface deliveries

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC10 200
NO OF SHARES
ISTRlBUTON

LKB JEP DGH SMO

FA

***Redacted - FISMA***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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During this period of record profits the shareholders interests are not being protected by

ExxonMobils management Management needs to develop formal policy that reflects

the philosophy expressed in ExxonMobils interviews given to the investment community

by Senior Management During these interviews notably one by CEO Tillerson on

CNBC to Maria Bartoromo the leadership repeatedly stressed that the sole objective of

ExxonMobils investment program was increased fair return to the shareholders When

pressed by J3artornmo as to whether it wasnt more likely using record earnings for

increasing the companys raw material position or market position according to Mr

Tillerson thats not it but was to insure fair return to shareholders However when

record profits were made in 2006 Exxon management did not use all in exploration

spending or refining expansion but instead took the remaining money from record profits

earned to make only minor return to shareholders while putting major part of those

record profits in an ExxonMobil stock buyback program

This proposal is about more equitable sharing of retained earnings In illustration

ExxonMobIl claimed 12.3% increased payment to shareholders see page of the 2006

Annual Report This was very misleading Using the per share percentage figures shown

on page 41 of the report its true However in reality cash actually paid to shareholders

Financial Highlights on page between 2005 vs 2006 the increase was only 6%
meanwhile the ExxonMobilS net income increased more than 97o during the same

period

Thus ExxonMobil retained for itself higher percentage of its earnings instead of

making commensurate return to shareholders The corporation put with these retained

record earnings money into $25 billion fluid to buy back its own shares weakening

shareholders position

It may be argued that this program might benefit shareholders providing continuing

demand for the stock boosting the price Unfortunately this is largely theory since stock

price is mainly driven by earnings and in this case the price of vude oil not buyback

However stock repurchases does have other corporate benefits not shared by the

investors in repurchasing ExxonMObil can add shares to the authorized but not issued

stock pooi Once repurchased ExxonMobil no longer has to pay money on that stock to

shareholders In this case non-payment could save about $250 million annually In

addition this self andizement of the company now allows issuing more stock

options which management solely decides without input from oThers Options are more

likely since options can be made using the larger authorized stock pooi

In view of this disproportionate allocation ofretained earnings between shareholders and

management this proposal asks

That the Management and the Board of Directors issue and adopt policy statement To

Wit that the ExxonMobil management and Board be bound by this policy directive to

give due consideration in its decisions of retained earnings so as to make balanced

allocation of such money between the return to shareholders and retaining funds for other

corporate use

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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November 28 2007

Mr Edward Mergens

                      

                                                  

Dear Edward

580 Weslake Park 8lvd. 17th Floor

Houuon TX 77079

TtI 281-597-4700

Fax 21-597-4747

Toll Frec 888-597-4700

This is to confirm that as of November 27 2007 you held 4300 shares of

xxon Mobil stock in your IRA account These shares were

originally purchased in October of 1990 and April of 1991

Attached is copy the page of your October 2007 client statement that

shows the position Your client statement is the document that you should

refer to in determining your holdings

Let us know if you need anything else

c2i

Henry Graham

Senior Vice President Wealth Management

Financial Advisor

Citiyap Global Maket ln ________________
_. .__

__.__
.__

THE INOMAflON 5T PQITII WAS tAND rOM SOUCE5 WHICH WE 5ELJEVE AE JUT WE 19 HQT 91JAMrTEL IT ACCIJPACY OR COMPTRNES

.iI13i INOMAT1ON NOR ANY oiltON R%rRS1RD C0I45J1TUIES cOIJCITATOiJ THE IUKCHASE OR AZE AHY SECURTIE5

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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STATEMENT OF tNTENT regarding 4300 shares of ExxonMobil stock owned by

Edward Mergens

Edward Mergens do hereby state my intent and that will remain o1ier of these

ExxonMobil shares referenced in the attached statement of Smith-Barney broker

beyond the date of the 2008 ExxonMobU Annual Shareholders meeting

Signed

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Exxon Mobil Corporation Henry Hubble

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard Vice President Investor Relations

Irving Texas 75039-2298 and Secretary

EconMobil

December 12 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Mr Edward Mergens

                                  

                                          

Dear Mr Mergens

This will acknowledge receipt of the proposal concerning shareholder return policy

which you have submitted in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of

shareholders However the proof of ownership you submitted with your proposal is

insufficient

SEC Rule 14a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit

proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you

submit proposal Since you do not appear on our records as registered

shareholder you must submit proof that you meet these eligibility requirements such as

by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker of

securities that you may own beneficially

Note in particular that your proof of ownership must be provided by the holder of

record must indicate that you owned the required amount of securities as of

December 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must state that you have

continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior to December 2007 and

must be dated on or after the date of submission See paragraph b2 of Rule 14a-

Question for more information on ways to prove eligibility The letter from

Citigroup that was enclosed with your submission is dated November 28 2007 but your

proposal is dated December 2007

Your response adequately correcting this problem must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this notification

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Mr Edward Mergens

December 12 2007

Page two

You should note that if your proposal is not withdrawn or excluded you or your

representative who is qualified under New Jersey law to present the proposal on your

behalf must attend the annual meeting in person to present the proposal

If you intend for representative to present your proposal you must provide

documentation signed by you that specifically identifies your intended representative by

name and specifically authorizes the representative to present the shareholder proposal

on your behalf at the annual meeting copy of this authorization meeting state law

requirements should be sent to my attention in advance of the meeting Your

authorized representative should also bring an original signed copy of the authorization

to the meeting and present it at the admissions desk together with photo identification if

requested so that our counsel may verify the representatives authority to act on your

behalf prior to the start of the meeting

In the event there are co-filers for this proposal and in light of the SEC staff legal bulletin

140 dealing with co-filers of shareholder proposals we will be requesting each co-filer

to provide us with clear documentation confirming your designation to act as lead filer

and granting you authority to agree to modifications and/or withdrawal of the proposal

on the co-filers behalf We think obtaining this documentation will be in both your

interest and ours Without clear documentation from all co-filers confirming and

delineating your authority as representative of the filing group and considering the

recent SEC staff guidance it will be difficult for us to engage in productive dialogue

concerning this proposal

Sincerely

Enclosure



QuantumView To denise.k.lowman@exxonmobiLcom

QuantumViewNotify@

ups.com
bcc

12/13/07 0325 PM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Please respond to 1Z75105X0190892099

auto-notifyups.com

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 3-December-2007 153 PM

Driver Release Location GARAGE

Shipment Detail

Ship To
Mr Edward Mergens

Mr Edward Mergens

                                  

                                 
      
                  

     

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type Letter

Tracking Number Z751 05X01 90892099

Reference Number 0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary
information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is
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Submitted by Facsimile Transmission to 972 444-1505

Exxon Mobil Corporation
December 13 2007

5959 Las Colinas Blvd                   

Irving Texas 75039-2298                               

          

Attention Mr Hem Rubble Vice President

Dear Mr Rubble

This will acknowledge your letter of December 122007 delivered by UPS this date You

noted that in my submission December 62007 the required proof of Exxon Mobil share

ownership was insufficient have instructed Citigroup to rectify this insufficiency by

restating their proof with corrected date of submission You shouid receive this

restatement by Fax shortly Please advise me if you require anything else on that matter

In your subject letter in this matter you also indicated possible need for further

documentation should someone other than were to present this proposal on my behalf

will bear that in mind Also you were concerned that there might be co-filers for this

Proposal for which additional documentation would be required There are no co-filers

hope this deals effectively with the concerns you have raised but should there be other

items please do not hesitate to contact me

SincerelY%%4
Edward Mergens

***FISMA & OMB Menorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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Toll Free 88 597-4700

December 13 2007

Mr Edward Mergens
                      

                                                 

Dear Edward

Th to confirm that as of December 13 2007 you held 4300 shares of
Exxon Mobil stock in your IRA account These shares have been
held in your account for over one year having been originally purchased in

October of 1990 and April of 1991

Attached is copy the holdings page as of December 13 2007 showing the

position Your monthly client statement is the primary Smith Barney
document that you should refer to in determining your holdings

Let us know if you need anything else

Sincerely

c11 r/r
Torija imes
Branch Administrator

/tg

Ckigrniip Global Mrkcts
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***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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DAY PITNEYLLP

BOSTON CONNECTICUT NEW JERSEY NEW YORK WASHINGTON DC

Mail To P.O Box 1945 Morristown NJ 07962

Deliver To 200 Campus Drive Florham Park NJ 07932

973-966-8196 973 966 1015

January 18 2008

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039-2298

Re Shareholder Proposal Edward Mergens

Exxon Mobil Corporation the Corporation corporation organized under the New

Jersey Business Corporation Act the Act has received request to include in its proxy

materials for its 2008 annual meeting of shareholders proposal the Proposal which requests

the Board of Directors of the Corporation the Board to adopt binding policy directive that it

will give due consideration in its decisions of retained earnings so as to make balanced

allocation of such money between the return to shareholders and retaining funds for other

corporate use

You have asked us whether the Proposal is proper subject for action by shareholders

under the law of the State of New Jersey and whether the implementation of the Proposal by the

Corporation violates New Jersey law

We have reviewed the Proposal which was submitted to the Corporation by Edward

Mergens We have reviewed the Restated Certificate of Incorporation the CertijIcate of

Incorporation and the By-laws of the Corporation

Conclusion

For the reasons that follow it is our opinion that the Proposal is not proper subject for

shareholder action under the law of the State of New Jersey and that the Proposal if

implemented would cause the Corporation to violate New Jersey law

Discussion

The Proposal if implemented is not proper subject for shareholder action and violates the

Act

The Proposal seeks to require the Board to adopt policy directive to give due

consideration in its decisions of retained earnings so as to make balanced allocation of such



Exxon Mobil Corporation

January 18 2008
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money between the return to shareholders and retaining funds for other corporate use

Shareholder proposals that relate to specific amounts of cash or stock dividends are expressly

prohibited by Rule 14a-8 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended the Exchange

Act Presumably to avoid this prohibition the Proposal is presented as policy directive

Since the directive guides the Board in its consideration of certain factors in

determining whether or not to declare dividends it impermissibly interferes with the boards

decision-making process with regard to dividends Under New Jersey law the authority to make

dividend decisions is vested solely in the board of directors of corporation unless otherwise

provided in the corporations certificate of incorporation Section 14A7-15 of the Act provides

that corporation may from time to time by resolution of its board pay dividends on its shares

in cash Section 14A7-15.l2 further provides that unless otherwise provided in the

corporations certificate of incorporation payment of dividends may be effected only by an

action of the board

The Certificate of Incorporation does not contain any provisions delegating to the

shareholders any power with regard to dividends

New Jersey case law affirms that decisions related to the payment of dividends are solely

within the power of the board and are within the discretion of the board of directors In kJ
Constantin Co R.P Holding Corp 153 A.2d 378 384 N.J Super Ct Ch Div 1959 the

New Jersey Superior Court held that the Act is clear that the corporate business is to be

managed by its directors and that unless otherwise provided in the charter or by-law the

directors may in their discretion determine what if any dividends shall be declared and paid

The New Jersey Supreme Court has similarly held that remain corporate property

until dividend is declared Unless controlled by statute the exercise of the power to declare

dividends rests in sound discretion Agnew American Ice Company 66 A.2d 330 334 N.J

1949

The Proposal seeks to adopt policy directive that provides shareholder input into this

core board function the exercise of which both the Act and the case law exclusively reserve to

the board Thus if implemented the Proposal would by allowing shareholders input into

board decision by policy directive violate New Jersey law and be an improper subject for

shareholder action

II The Proposal has been substantially implemented because of the Boards obligations under

state law

As noted above the board of directors of New Jersey corporation is vested with the

discretion in the exercise of its management power to determine the amount of any dividend

That determination must by statute be made in compliance with standard of conduct

applicable to directors The applicable standard is set forth in Sections 14A6-141 and of

the Act Section 14A6-141 of the Act states that shall discharge their duties in
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good faith and with that degree of diligence care and skill which ordinarily prudent people

would exercise under similarcircumstances in like positions In particular Section 14A6-l44

of the Act provides that taking action director shall be entitled to consider without

limitation both the long-term and the short-term interests of the corporation and its

shareholders Taken together these two sections indicate that directors exercise of his

fiduciary duties must include weighing of the interests so as to give due consideration to the

return to shareholders and retaining funds for other corporate use

Proper exercise of fiduciary duty thus demands that directors carefully consider all sides

of the issue in determining whether and in what amount to declare dividend regardless of how

much surplus seems available for distribution In United States Byrum an Ohio tax case

involving in part control over the flow of dividends into trust United States Supreme Court

Justice Powell explained the complexities of the fiduciary decision

Even where there are corporate earnings the legal power to declare dividends is

vested solely in the corporate board In making decisions with respect to

dividends the board must consider number of factors It must balance the

expectation of stockholders to reasonable dividends when earned against

corporate needs for retention of earnings The first responsibility of the board is

to safeguard corporate financial viability for the long term This means among

other things the retention of sufficient earnings to assure adequate working

capital as well as resources for retirement of debt for replacement and

modernization of plant and equipment and for growth and expansion The nature

of corporations business as well as the policies and longrange plans of

management are also relevant to dividend payment decisions 408 U.S 125 140

1972

Justice Powell did not cite to Ohio or other state law in giving this explanation which indicates

the general application of the principle to board in the exercise of its fiduciary duties

By the time of the Byrum decision this principle of deferring to directors good-faith

exercise of their business judgment in regard to the disposition of corporate profits was already

well-established in New Jersey In case from the nineteenth century Park Grant Locomotive

Works the court stated

In cases where the power of the directors of corporation is without limitation

and free from restraint they are at liberty to exercise very liberal discretion as to

what disposition shall be made of the gains of the business of the corporation

Their power over them is absolute so long as they act in the exercise of an honest

judgment They may reserve of them whatever their judgment approves as

necessary or judicious for repairs and improvements and to meet contingencies

both present and prospective 162 165 N.J Ch 1885
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Sixty years later in Casson Bosman the court reiterated the same standard

The law does not require infallibility or the impossibility of error or mistake in

directors it requires that they shall act as reasonable men and in good faith toward

their stockholders and when it comes to the question of declaration of dividends

they may reserve corporate profits
for repairs improvements and replacement of

corporate property and for any other corporate necessities and thereby defer

payment of dividends 45 A.2d 807 807 N.J 1946

Casson was cited approvingly by the Appellate Division of the Superior Court of New Jersey

almost fifty years after its publication See Maul Kirkman 637 A.2d 928 938 N.J Super Ct

App Div 1994 citing Casson for the proposition that directors may reserve corporate profits

for any corporate necessity so long as the decision is made in good faith

Mr Mergens supporting statement to the Proposal suggests that he is not pleased with

the Boards decisions regarding its retained earnings and desires the Board to increase cash

dividends in other words weigh the factors the Board must consider differently than they have

in the past desire he realizes shareholders cannot enforce under Rule 14a-8 of the Exchange

Act However the Proposal does nothing more than restate the standard of care already required

by New Jersey law for directors in considering dividends Because the subject matter of the

Proposal is already expressed in New Jersey law we are of the opinion that the Proposal has

been substantially implemented

We are admitted to practice law in New Jersey The foregoing opinion is limited to the

laws of the State of New Jersey and of the United States Except for submission of copy of this

letter to the Securities and Exchange Commission in connection with its consideration of

inclusion and exclusion of materials in the Corporations proxy materials for its 2008 annual

meeting this letter is not be quoted or otherwise referred to in any document or filed with any

entity or person including without limitation any governmental entity or relied upon by any

such entity or persons other than the addressee without the written consent of this firm

Very truly yours

DAY PITNEY LLP
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From Tom Bciue                        To Mr H1Iy 1hjb1e
De 12/10/07 Timr 91238

006/012

Thomas Bonnie

                       

                                     

                       

December 10 2007

Mr Henry Hubble

Vice President Shareholder Relations

ExxonMobil Corp

5959 Las Colmas Blvd

Trying Texas 75039-2298

Dear Mr Hubble

own 600 shares of Exxon Mobil Corp Attached is shareholder resolution for

consideration by the shareholder of ExxonMobil at the 2008 Annual Meeting

Please let me know ifany additional information is needed

Thank you

Sincerely

Thomas Bonnie

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC 2007

PlO OF SHWES__
OISTRDUTION HHH RE0 1J0

LKB .JEP DGH SMO

***Redacted - FISMA***

***FISMA***
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FromTofl1BO1fliC                 ToMrHe7Hbb1C
iatc 12/10/07 Time9123SAM Pagc3oli

ShareO1der Resolution

2008 study and report on ExxonMQbil sharehO.der retfl2iiM

It has been ExxonMobilS announced position in recent years to

balance share buybackS with its dividend rate in way that

ExOflMObjl has stated is in the best interest of total

shareholder return This balance has been the subject of

frequent debate by shareholders

Though EXXOflMObilS policy has been publicly stated in summary

terms the economic and policy bases on which the Board bases

this policy have not been explained sufficiently for the needed

understanding of the policy and its effects

It is hereby respectfully proposed that the Board of Directors of

Exxon Mobil consider whether it would be in the best interests of

its shareholders

to arrange for an credible independent party to

undertake or update as appropriate rigorous

analysis of the companys total shareholder return

policy its purpose and effects on shareholders

including an meaningful analysis of the balance between

the dividend rate and share appreciation through buy-

backs
that this study reference credible and diverse

academic and financial community research and opinion

on theses issues as considered necessary to give

objectivity to the report

that the report include comparison of the

EXXoflNObjl dividend rate versus that of its peers and

industry competitors inside and outside the USA and any

known reasons for these differences

that the report analyze the effect of its current

dividend rate on segments of the companys shareholder

base for example its individual shareholders long

term and short term and institutional investors

that the report include projections regarding the

likely effect of the companys shareholder return

policy on the make-up of the ExxonMobil shareholder

base over the next decade

that the report include such other material as

necessary to make it meaningful and useful to

ExxonMobil shareholders given their diverse individual

circumstances and the larger market

that the report be published on the EXxoflMObil

websi.te during 2008 for the education and understanding

of the companys stakeholders now and future

*** FISMA***
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Exxon Mobil corporation
Henry Hubble

5959 Las Golinas Boulevard
Vice President Investor Relations

Irving
Texas 75039-2298

and Secretary

EfonMobil

December 12 2007

VIA UPS OVERNiGHT DELIVERY

     Thomas Bonnie

                       

                                     

Dear Mr Bonnie

This will acknowledge receipt of the proposal concerning shareholder return report

which you have submitted in connection with Exxon Mobils 2008 annual meeting of

shareholders However proof of share ownership was not included with your

submission

SEC Rule 14a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit

proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you

submit proposal Since you do not appear on our records as registered

shareholder you must submit proof that you meet these eligibility requirements such as

by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker of

securities that you may own beneficially

Note in particular
that your proof of ownership must be provided by the holder of

record must indicate that you owned the required amount of securities as of

December 10 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must state that you

have continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior to December 10

2007 and must be dated on or after the date of submission See paragraph bX2 of

Rule 4a-8 Question for more information on ways to prove eligibility

In addition Rule 14a-8bXl requires that you provide written statement that you

intend to continue ownership of the shares through the date of the annual meeting

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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Mr Thomas Bonnie

December 12 2007

Page two

Your response adequately correcting these problems must be postmarked or

transmitted electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this

notification

You should note that if your proposal is not withdrawn or excluded you or your

representative who is qualified under New Jersey law to present the proposal on your

behalf must attend the annual meeting in person to present the proposal

If you intend for representative to present your proposal you must provide

documentation signed by you that specifically
identifies your intended representative by

name and specifically authorizes the representative to present the shareholder proposal

on your behalf at the annual meeting copy of this authorization meeting state law

requirements should be sent to my attention in advance of the meeting Your

authorized representative should also bring an original signed copy of the authorization

to the meeting and present it at the admissions desk together with photo identification if

requested so that our counsel may verify the representatives authority to act on your

behalf prior to the start of the meeting

In the event there are co-filers for this proposal and in light of the SEC staff legal bulletin

4C dealing with co-filers of shareholder proposals we will be requesting each co-filer

to provide us with clear documentation confirming your designation to act as lead filer

and granting you authority to agree to modifications and/or withdrawal of the proposal

on the co-filers behalf We think obtaining this documentation will be in both your

interest and ours Without clear documentation from all co-filers confirming and

delineating your authority as representative of the filing group and considering the

recent SEC staff guidance it will be difficult for us to engage in productive dialogue

concerning this proposal

Sincerely

Enclosure
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NQuantumVieW To denisek.IowmafleXXOflm0bom

QuanumViewNOtlfY@

ups.com
bcc

12/13/07 1041 AM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Please respond to
1Z75105X0191330881

autonotifyups.com_j

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery information

Delivery Date Time 3-December-2007 945 AM

Driver Release Location FRONT DOOR

Shipment Detail

Ship To
Mr Thomas Bonnie

Mr Thomas Bonnie

                       

                   
   

                  

    

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type
Letter

Tracking Number 1Z751 05X0191330881

Reference Number 0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it Immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have

questions regarding the referenced shipment or you wish to discontinue this notification service

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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Thomas Bonnie

                      

                                       

                       

December 13 2007

Mr Heniy Hubble

Vice President Shareholder Relations

ExxonMobil Corp

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving Texas 75039-2298

Dear Mr Hubble

in response to your letter of December 12 2007 regarding the shareholder

resolution submitted attached is sheet from Fidelity Investments showing the

fof Ownership as required by SEC Rule 14a-8

Secondly this letter is my written statement that intend to continue ownership

of the shares through the date of the annual meeting.

Please let me know if there is any additional information required for the proposal

Sincerely

Thomas Bonnie

z-cJu-Q thit tzfsjor

SHAREHOLDER RELATkDPIS

DEC Z007

NO OF SHARES_____________
COMMENT_______________
ACTiON____________________

***Redacted - FISMA***

*** FISMA***
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Office of Chief Counsel January 28 2008

Division of Corporation Finanep
                      

Securities and Exchange Commission                           
100 Street NE                                

Washington DC 20549           

Re Exxon Mobil Memo of Jan 222008 concerning the Mergens Proposal regarding Exxon

Management failure to protect shareholders rights Also the memo deals with the Bonnie

Proposal received by Exxon Mobil on the same date

Dear Sir and Madam

This memorandum is in response to Exxon Mobil Corporations letter to you statement in

consisting of 12 pages out lining three reasons for excluding the Mergens Proposal from its 2008

Proxy Materials i.e Rule 14a-8iXlO21 and 13 The memorandum also is accompanied

by the allegation that implementing the proposal would violate New Jersey law The overall

impression leaves one mindful of the Bards quote Methinks she doth protest too much

As final thrust Exxon Mobil seeks to disqualify the Mergens Proposal as duplicative of

another Bonnie Proposal received on the same date by Exxon Mobil

have been contacted by Exxon Mobil personnel from the Corporate Secretarys Office and from

the Shareholder Relations Office in conference call on January 252008 Exxons purpose was

to discuss the Mergens Proposal Exxon wanted to know whether in light of their position

taken in the Jan 22w memo which had been copied to me was prepared to withdraw my

proposal told these gentlemen T.Gillis and Henry that had no intention of withdrawing

We discussed some aspects of the proposal and concluded the call Some of those discussed

aspects are outlined below

Discussion Duplication

reading of both proposals quickly illustrates that the proposals are complimentary not

duplicates While the Mergens Proposal argues that Managements actions in creating

consistent pattern of weakening shareholders position relative to the Corporation while it allows

misleading the public by reporting increased per share payouts while actually allocating smaller

monies to the shareholders because the Corporation now has fewer at large shares The Mergens

Proposal merely asks that the Management and Board of Directors acknowledge this problem

and give due consideration when carrying out decisions concerning shareholders equity

In conversations with Mr D.G.Henry Customer Relations and T.Gillis Corporate Secretary

offices Exxon Mobil views the buyback as beneficial since smaller outside share pooi

increases the individual ownership percentage Nothing could be further from fact as the Exxon

Mobil treasury
has expanded its position by like amount diluting the pools amount Further

Discussion of the ill effect on shareholders regarding stock options will be discussed in later

section

In viewing the Bonnie Proposal the reader sees that the policy of Exxon Mobil regarding the

balance of share buybacks with its dividend rate has not been clearly demonstrated in what way it

is the best interest of the total return to the individual shareholder This is further illustration of

the need to respond favorably to request by the shareholders to at least provide some guidelines

as to whether shareholder interests are really being protected by Exxon Mobils policy

Thus The two proposals are indeed complimentary in that one asks that the Corporation

acknowledge by policy directive which commits to due consideration of balanced allocation

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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between shareholders and Corporations use of funds The other asks that study be undertaken

to illustrate how the Corporation would undertake achieving this balance of interests in

particular It will allow the Corporation to illustrate to the public that it indeed is carrying out the

policy guideline as being asked in the complimentary proposal

Already Implemented

The Corporation contends the proposals are already substantially implemented and goes on at

length to quote various cases to illustrate implementation exclusions based on peripheral issues

such as shareholder plans or Employment legitimacy not related to this issue What has not

been implemented either substantially or even minimally is policy which protects the

shareholder from adverse effects such as use of buyback programs It is obvious from the

opinions expressed by their representatives and from doubts expressed in the Bonnie Proposal

for the need to obtain more detailed study of the summary nature of the Exxon Mobil policy

concerning position regarding balance of share buybacks with the payouts to shareholders

Violating New Jersey Law

What they did cite was the page opinion authored by Day Pitney LLP This study contends

that policy statement such as requested could impinge on the on fettered right under New

Jersey law of the Corporation directors discretion as to actions taken regarding retained earnings

If you read the several cases cited by Pitney i.e US vs Byrum Park vs Grant Locomotive

Works 3A162i65 NJ Ch.1885 and Casson vs Bosman45A.2d 807807NJ 1946 or Maul vs

Kirkman 637 A.2d 928938NJ Super Ct App Div 1944 you will find that all these opinions

reserve the rights of Directors to items noted by the opinions to such things named as reserving

corporate profits for repairs improvements and replacement of corporate property and corporate

necessities

Some other opinions add items such as to meet contingencies both present and perspective or

safe guard corporate financial viability assure adequate working capital or retire debt You will

note that in all these opinions the need for stock buyback funds or reserves is never mentioned

The courts may have considered such actions outside of the purview of Director duties

concerning retained earnings under New Jersey law when enacted By concerning themselves it

may be they are currently in violation

At any rate asking Exxon Mobil Management and Board to issue policy guideline regarding

decisions certainly doesnt entail interfering with their director rights especially if it should

affect stock buybacks programs think the Day Pitney analysis is faulty as it seeks to extend the

findings reasoning of the courts into areas not previously considered by the Courts

Basis for Exclusion under Rule 4a-8i1

On page of its memo Exxon Mobil misstates the language of the Mergens Proposal in that

Exxon claims that in requesting decisions of retained earnings so as to make balanced

allocation of such money is the equivalent of asking for specific amount of retained earnings

or asks for an Equal amount or one half of the retained monies Gone from this reasoning is all

the previous request to protect
shareholders interests and to take into account the adverse effects

of using retained earnings for Corporate purposes which might adversely effect shareholders

rights The Mergens Proposal does not ask anything more than for due consideration in making

these decisions and is not candidate for exclusion under the Rule cited If Exxon Mobils
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Managements perception is that during this period of record profits that the only way to

achieve balance in shareholder rights and the allocation of retained earnings is to more than

double the allocation to shareholder dividends so be it But this flies in the face of earlier

statements by Exxon the their current allocation is in the best interest of shareholders Exxon

could use retained earnings to set up fund to hedge future purchases of raw material at the best

cost as way to enhance shareholders interests Or it might behoove shareholders for Exxon to

use retained earnings to reduce corporate debt without need for specific dividend allocation

Exxons contentions under this rule are groundless

Use of Retained Earnings for Stock Buybacks

The Mergens Proposal concerns itself with inimical threatto the shareholder caused by

Corporation policy which systematically reduces the publicly held stock amassing higher

percentage of authorized shares in its treasury This allows Exxon Mobil ready pool for

granting stock options outside of others interests In discussions on January 25th the Exxon

Mobil executives felt that since these stock options were issued on restricted basis of five or ten

years limit to execution that this did not represent allocation of retained earnings Again not

so since the recipients were owners of the stock and the Corporation paid out dividends to those

persons as declared each year The major concern with the Exxon program is that it diminishes

shareholder interests relative to the Corporation by not benefiting shareholders in the same way

since the Corporation is now able to pay out fewer dollars in dividends once it returns these

shares to the treasury The longer term concern regards the history of Exxons treatment of

issuing options Mr Lee Raymond retired at the end of 2006 owning 7.3 million shares of

Exxon stock most of which were owned through stock options granted through the Corporate

board actions This amounted to an average of about 180000 shares per year of his career

Similar future actions by the board will continue to erode shareholders interest as owners of the

firm It is doubtful that Exxons policy regarding use of retained earnings for its share buyback

plans is in the best interests of the shareholder see the Bonnie Proposal to study this and

determine if this is so

Conclusion

The Exxon Mobil letter to the Security and Exchange Commission in many ways does not

support exclusion of either the Mergens Proposal or the Bonnie Proposal on the basis of the

arguments put forward In fact considering the misinformation contained and the counter claims

and additional insight into the situation would argue strongly for the inclusion of both of these

complimentary Proposals in the 2008 Proxy Materials for the Annual Exxon meeting It is not to

be viewed as unusual that Exxon Mobil Corporation should receive these proposals since they do

reflect the existence of basic problem Exxon has created concerning protecting shareholder

rights and the perception that their policies are not in the best interests of the shareholder

Addendum

have been in contact with Mr T.A.Bonnie author of the Bonnie Proposal which was able to

do since his address and proposal were included as attachment Exhibit of the Exxon January

22 memo to the Commission in discussion with him we agreed our proposals arrived at

independently were indeed of complimentary nature It was surprising that Mr Bonnie had

also engaged in telephone conference call with the same Exxon executive that had phoned me
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However in contrast with my experience Mr Bonnie said he had received copy of memo

purported to be sent to the Commission but did not contain an attachment of the Mergens

Proposal It did not identify this proposal or give any details When pressed to identify the other

proposal secondary to his proposal The Exxon representatives refused to identify who or what

was this other proposal have rectified this unfair behavior by sending copy of the Mergens

Proposal to him so that all parties should be dealing from level playing field also intend to

send copy of this letter to Mr Bonnie as well

If can be of any further assistance in this matter please do not hesitate to call me at                

        

Sincerely

ciward Mergens

Cc Exxon Mobil

TABonnie

SEC

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporate Finance

Securities and Exchange Commission

100 Street NE

Washington DC 20549

Re Shareholder Proposal to Exxon Mobil

Dear Sir or Madam

FECEED
March52008
               

2CC8 NAP -6 P11
                              

        

Attached are two letters one from Exxon Mobil dated February 29th which contains their

Board of Directors response to the Mergens proposal previously sent you The second

letter dated March 5th is response which was requested from the undersigned by Exxon

in their February 29th letter and which has been sent by Fax to that Corporation

It is requested that the SEC recommend that both of these responses Exxons Board

response and the Mergens response be included in the proxy materials being prepared for

printing for the Exxon Mobil Shareholders meeting in May
Thank you

Sincerely

E.ll.Mergens

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



VIA FAX TO 972 141-1505

39 Pagel

Exxon Mobil Corporation March 2008

5959 LasCohnasBoulevard -B            

lrvingTexas75039-229e                              

          

Attn H.H.Hubble Vice President

Investor Relations and Secretary

Dear Sir RE Shareholder Proposal Comments

The following are comments to the Exxon Mobils Board of Directors proposed response

to the Mergens proposal made concerning shareholders rights which is to be presented

at the 2008 Exxon Mobil annual meeting of shareholders Exxons Board of Director

comments were forwarded to me by your memorandum on March 2008

This shareholder proposal as submitted was concerned with how the Exxons actions in

allocating retained earnings to shareholders did disservice to the public holders of

Exxon Mobil Stock While the Board seeks to obscure the issue by treating the whole

issue by including shares held in Corporate hands as beneficiaries of its handling of

retained earnings in amount and mix of distributions it ignores the inequity of using

earnings for share by back programs to the detriment of publicly held shareowners This

betterment of the Corporations position at the expense of those is not fair to the other

shareholders whose position is being diminished relative to the Corporation In treating

the issue in this manner the Board glosses over the unfairness to individual shareholders

In the Boards response statements regarding the issue of stock options there is nothing

in the shareholder proposal as alluded to by the Board regarding the current Companys

issuing stock options to executives However in asserting that the Company has not

issued stock options to executives since 2001 the Board again seeks to misleaci True

the Company did not issue unrestricted options to executives but did issue restricted

options during years 2003 through 2005 for total of more than 2.8 million shares The

executives during that period were not restricted from receiving annual cash dividends

just as any owner of shares did Finally about 430000 of these restricted share options

V2 those granted in 2003 now become exercisable or unrestricted in 2008 since

restriction time period has or will expire

By claiming the Corporation has significantly increased retained earnings distributions in

recent years it again obfuscates true impact on shareholder rights by combining corporate

retention of earnings for its own interests with distribution to shareholders Certainly the

impressive record of using retained earnings increasing from 64% or $23 Billion to

88% or $36 Billion over the last three years it sounds great for the Corporation but it is

not when considering the inequitable benefit derived by the common shareholder public

Share holders did not see commensurate benefits in their returns from these increases in

Corporate retained earnings

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



More information follows
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will be leaving Colorado on March 15th and traveling to Athens Texas

From then on after about March 18th1 will be at                                          

                   The telephone number there is                       will be having

my mail forwarded from Colorado to Texas for most of the summer although

plan travel during June and early July

have sent copy of your February 29th memorandum to the Chief Counsel of the

Securities and Exchange Commission together with copy of this letter requesting that

both the Exxon Mobil Board of Directors response and my comments to that response be

included in the printed material being prepared for the 2008 Exxon Mobil Shareholders

meeting in May

Should you need anything further please let me know

Sincerely E.FLMergens

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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Exxon Mobil Corporation
Henry Hubble

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard
Vice President Investor Relations

Irving Texas 75039-2298
and Secretary

EifonMobil

February 29 2008

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Mr Edward Mergens
                                  

                                         

Dear Mr Mergens

Enclosed is copy of the recommendation we expect ExxonMobils Board of Pirectors
to make with respect to the proposal concerning shareholder return policy which you
submitted in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders If you
have any comments on the Companys proposed response please advise us by no
later than March 12 2008 Comments may be faxed to 972.444.1505 please call

972.444.1157 to confirm that we received the fax

Unless your proposal is excluded or withdrawn Securities and Exchange Commission
SEC rules require that you must present your proposal in person or you must arrange
to have representative qualified under New Jersey state law do so To streamline the
procedural aspects of the meeting this year we will be issuing admission tickets and
speaker identification cards to the proponents or representatives of shareholder
proposals at the meeting Therefore you will need to check in at the street-level
Admissions area and identify yourself as proponent or representative prior to the
beginning of the meeting to confirm that you are present and will be presenting your
proposal You should be prepared to present photo identification if requested

If you intend to appoint representative to act in your place to present your proposal
you must provide proxy for your shares or other documentation signed by you that

specifically identifies the intended representative by name and specifically delegates to
that person the authority to present your shareholder proposal on your behalf at the
annual meeting copy of this authorization should be sent to my attention in advance
of the meeting

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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Any such representative intending to act in your place should also bring an original

signed authorization to the meeting and present it at the street-level Admissions area

together with photo identification if requested We can then verify the representatives

authority to act on your behalf and issue an admission ticket and speaker identification

card to your representative

If you fail to check in prior to the start of the meeting or if your intended representative
fails to check in prior to the start of the meeting and to present adequate documentation

as described above demonstrating the representatives authority to act on your behalf

under New Jersey state law we will assume that neither you nor your representative is

present at the meeting to present your proposal

In that case the Secretary of the Corporation will introduce your proposal for the sake of

the orderly conduct of the meeting and so that shareholder votes on the proposal may
be recorded However the Secretary will expressly not be acting as your official

representative and you will be precluded by SEC rules from presenting any other

shareholder proposal for ExxonMobils next two annual meetings

Additional details about the annual meeting will be included in proxy materials mailed to

shareholders in April Also we will mail you in advance program which includes rules

and procedures for addressing the meeting

Sincerely

Enclosure



ITEM SHAREHOLDER RETURN POLICY

This proposal was submitted by Mr Edward Mergens                                                                   
         

During this period of record profits the shareholders interests are not being protected by ExxonMobils

management Management needs to develop formal policy that reflects the philosophy expressed in

ExxonMobils interviews given to the investment communily by Senior Management During these

interviews notably one by CEO Tillerson on CNBC to Maria Bartoromo the leadership repeatedly
stressed that the sole objective of ExxonMobils investment program was increased fair return to the

shareholders When pressed by Bartoromo as to whether it wasnt more likely using record earnings for

increasing the companys raw material position or market position according to Mr Tillerson thats not

it but was to insure fair return to shareholders However when record profits were made in 2006
Exxon management did not use all in exploration spending or refining expansion but instead took the

remaining money from record profits earned to make only minor return to shareholders while puffing

malor part of those record profits in an ExxonMobil stock buyback program

This proposal is about more equitable sharing of retained earnings In illustration ExxonMobil claimed

12.3% increased payment to shareholders see page of the 2006 Annual Report This was very
misleading Using the per share percentage figures shown on page 41 of the report its true However
in realily cash actually paid to shareholders Financial Highlights on page between 2005 vs 2006
the increase was only 6% meanwhile ExxonMobils net income increased more than 9% during the same
period

Thus ExxonMobil retained for itself higher percentage of its earnings instead of making
commensurate return to shareholders The corporation put with these retained record earnings money
into $25 billion fund to buy back its own shares weakening shareholders position

It may be argued that this program might benefit shareholders providing continuing demand for the

stock boosting the price Unfortunately this is largely theory since stock price is mainly driven by

earnings and in this case the price of crude oil not buyback However stock repurchases do have
other corporate benefits not shared by the investors In repurchasing ExxonMobil can add shares to the

authorized but not issued stock pool Once repurchased ExxonMobil no longer has to pay money on
that stock to shareholders In this case non-payment could save about $250 million annually In

addition this self aggrandizement of the company now allows issuing more stock options which

management solely decides without input from others Options are more likely since options can be

made using the larger authorized stock pool

In view of this disproportionate allocation of retained earnings between shareholders and management
this proposal asks

hu the Management and the Board of Directors issue and adopt policy statement To Wit that the

ExxonMobil management and Board be bound by this policy directive to give due consideration in ifs

decisions of retained earnings so as to make balanced allocation of such money between the return to

shareholders and retaining funds for other corporate use

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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The Board recommends you vote AGAINST this proposal for the following reasons

The Board believes that this shareholder proposal is not in the best interests of the majority of the

Corporations shareholders The Board regularly considers the amount and mix of cash distributions to

shareholders consistent with the Corporations objective of growing long-term shareholder value The

proposed policy statement would constrain the Boards ability to allocate funds in manner consistent

with the Corporations objective

The Corporation has long-standing shareholder distribution
strategy designed to maximize value for all

shareholders using both dividends and share buybacks The Board believes that its strategy has served

shareholders well as group balancing individual preferences and that it remains the most effective

approach to deliver the highest shareholder value

The distribution strategy of the Corporation is intended to provide shareholders reliable and growing
cash income over time through regular dividends and share appreciation created by reducing shares

outstanding Share buybacks are widely acknowledged in the business and academic communities as

more efficient than dividends for the majority of shareholders

Contrary to statements included in the proposal the Company has not issued stock options to executives

since 2001

The Corporation has significantly increased total shareholder distributions by way of dividends and share

buybacks in recent years Total distributions reached $23 billion in 2005 or about 64 percent of

earnings Distributions further increased to $33 billion in 2006 and record $36 billion in 2007
equivalent to an earnings payout of 88 percent The Corporations record over the last three years

provides further evidence of the Boards commitment to shareholder distributions


